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Diamond Aircraft introduces new Garmin
G1000 NXi Flight Deck
Diamond Aircraft Industries introduces the next
generation Garmin G1000 NXi integrated flight deck to its
piston product line, including the twin-engine DA62 and
DA42-VI/DA42 NG and the single-engine DA40 NG.
“We are excited to present the all-new Garmin G1000 NXi
to our state-of-the art piston aircraft. In 2001, we were
the first OEM to commit to Garmin’s then top-secret fully
integrated G1000, selected as an integral key part of the
DA42 TWINSTAR and we are happy to offer our customers
the latest in avionics yet again,” says Christian Dries, CEO
and Owner Diamond Aircraft Austria.
Garmin NXi uses the same basic user interface of the
G1000 boasting a number of big improvements further

reducing pilot workload and enhancing the flight
experience. Features include, amongst others:

• Modernized graphics
• More powerful processors for faster and smoother
		 map rendering
• New LED back-lighting
• New digital moving maps for both IFR and
		 VFR flying
Retrofits for DA62, DA42 NG/DA42-VI and DA40 NG will
be available. More information will be provided at a
later date.

About Diamond:
Diamond produces a full range of high quality certified
all composite aircraft including the 2 seat DA20, the
4 seat DA40, 4 seat twin engine DA42 and 7 seat twin
engine DA62. Diamond uses proprietary lead-free jet
fuel piston engines, made by Austro Engine GmbH
of Austria, for the DA40, DA42 and DA62. Diamond
applies modern technologies to achieve high fuel
efficiency, low noise, excellent performance and safety.
Our aircraft are flown by private pilots and professional
flight training operators and institutions worldwide.

The entire Diamond range is distributed in the USA and
Canada by Diamond Aircraft Industries Inc. (Canada).
For more information about
Diamond Aircraft Industries Inc. (Canada):
www.diamondaircraft.com

